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Abstract Theoretical studies of a new ion-pair receptor,
meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole (OMCP), and its interac-
tions with the halide anions F−, Cl−, and Br− and the cesium
halides CsF, CsCl, and CsBr have been performed.
Geometries, binding energies, and binding enthalpies were
evaluated with the restricted hybrid Becke three-parameter
exchange functional (B3LYP) method using the 6-31+G(d)
basis set and relativistic effective core potentials. The
optimized geometric structures were used to perform
natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis. The two typical types
of hydrogen bonds, N–H…X− and C–H…X−, were
investigated. The results indicate that hydrogen bonding
interactions are dominant, and that the halide anions (F−,
Cl−, and Br−) offer lone pair electrons to the σ*(N–H) or σ*
(C–H) antibonding orbitals of OMCP. In addition, electro-
static interactions between the lone pair electrons of the
halide anion and the LP* orbitals of Cs+ as well as cation–π
interactions between the metal ion and π-orbitals of the
pyrrole rings have important roles to play in the
Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes. The current study further
demonstrates that this easy-to-make OMCP host compound
functions as not only an anion receptor but also an ion-pair
receptor.

Keywords Density functional theory (DFT) . Ion-pair
receptor . Meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole (OMCP) .

Natural bond orbital (NBO)

Introduction

As molecular recognition has developed from its traditional
preoccupation with the complexation of cations to a more
comprehensive view that includes the recognition of anions,
it has become of interest to study systems that can
simultaneously bind both cations and anions [1]. This has
resulted in the synthesis of so-called ion-pair receptors,
which permit the concurrent complexation of both cations
and anions [2–4]. Because of their allosteric effects and
enhanced electrostatic interactions between the cobound
ions, ion-pair receptors are remarkably attractive materials
for ion extraction, salt solubilization, and through-
membrane transport [5–16].

Calix[4]pyrroles [17] are macrocyclic species with an
array of four N–H bonds that act as binding sites for anionic
and electron-rich neutral guests in organic solvents [18].
Interestingly, the anionic and electron-rich neutral guests
organize calix[4]pyrrole into a cone conformation, which
provides an electron-rich cup that putatively binds cations
[19]. Previous experimental and computer modeling studies
[20–25] have been carried out on this calix[4]pyrrole
system. Most, if not all, of these studies have focused on
anion recognition, although Custelcean [26] and Wintergerst
[27] investigated the possible use of calix[4]pyrrole as a new
ion-pair receptor for certain salts. The latter proposed three
thermochemical steps for the solvent extraction of cesium
salts, and particularly halide salts, as shown in Scheme 1.
However, it would be useful to gain a deeper understanding
of the interaction mechanism and the ion-pair binding
properties of calix[4]pyrrole. More importantly, theoretical
methods, which have become a powerful tool in
supramolecular chemistry [28–31], are able to predict
cooperativity effects in the binding of counterions. While
there are reports of an MMFF94 force field model for a
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calix[4]arene strapped calix[4]pyrrole [32], a B3LYP
model for a calix[5]crown-based heteroditopic receptor
[33] and a crown-ether-based heteroditopic receptor [34],
and MD simulations on calix[4]arene-based heteroditopic
receptors [35], to the best of our knowledge, no theoretical
study of calix[4]pyrroles acting as ditopic (i.e., ion-pair)
receptors has been published.

A great deal of work still needs to be done to fully
understand the interaction mechanism of ditopic receptors
with counterions. In particular, the nature of the ditopic
receptor calix[4]pyrrole and the mechanism of its complex-
ation are yet to be proposed. A quantum mechanical
approach to this challenging endeavor should be able to
make significant contributions. Thus, we performed a
density functional theory (DFT) study of a new ion-pair
receptor, meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole (OMCP), and the
results of this study are reported in the current paper.

Computational methodology

All computational calculations reported here were performed
using the Gaussian 03 package [36]. The Becke three-
parameter hybrid method [37] and the correlation functional
of Lee, Yang, and Parr [38] (B3LYP) were used, along with
the 6-31+G(d) basis set for C, H, N, F, Cl, and Br atoms and
the Lanl2dz basis set for Cs, with the latter including a
double-ζ valence basis set with the Hay and Wadt effective

core potential (ECP) [39, 40]. Stationary structures were
obtained by verifying that all of the harmonic frequencies
were real. The default options were employed for all
optimizations. No symmetry constraints were imposed during
the optimizations. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was
carried out with NBO 3.1 implemented in Gaussian 03.

Generally, the basis set superposition error (BSSE)
correction should be included in order to obtain an accurate
interaction energy [41]. In this study, the interaction energy
was very strong, mainly because of the electrostatic
interactions. However, the basis set superposition error
(BSSE), including the zero point energy (ZPE) correction,
was also considered in the binding energy calculations. The
most popular method of correcting for the BSSE—the
counterpoise (CP) correction technique proposed by Boys
and Bernardi [42]—was used.

Results and discussion

Structural analysis of OMCP and its complexes

Calix[4]pyrroles—like a related family of compounds, the
calix[4]arenes—are very flexible, because rotation can
occur around the interpyrrole bonds. Theoretical calcula-
tions [24] indicate that calix[4]pyrrole can adopt four major
conformations: a cone, a partial cone, a 1,2-alternate, and a
1,3-alternate. The current study attempted to optimize all

Scheme 1 Previously proposed
steps in cesium salt extraction
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four putative conformations of meso-octamethylcalix[4]
pyrrole (OMCP, shown in Fig. 1a). However, a stable
structure was found for only one of these conformers
(Fig. 1b), the 1,3-alternate conformer, in remarkable
agreement with the X-ray structure [20]. This situation
presumably arises because of steric interactions involving
the meso-methyl groups. Thus, the 1,3-alternate conformer
was chosen for further investigations. The obtained opti-
mized geometries of the ligand OMCP and its complexes
are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Corresponding
vibrational frequency calculations indicated that all of the
optimized structures appear to be true minima.

The calculated geometrical parameters of the 1,3-
alternate conformation of meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole
(OMCP), obtained using the B3LYP method with four
different basis sets [6-31G, 6-31+G, 6-31+G(d) and 6-31+G
(d,p)], as well as the corresponding values for the X-ray
crystal structure of OMCP are provided in Table 1.
Inspecting Table 1, it is clear that the basis set used makes
little difference to the calculated structure parameters. The
calculated structures agree with the X-ray structure very
well; in particular, the calculated total energy, as expected,
decreases considerably with the size of the basis set. The
calculated bond lengths generally exceed the X-ray values
by no more than 0.01 Å, and the calculated bond angles and
dihedral angles are within 0.05° of the experimental values,
except for ∠N2-C4-C5-C6 and ∠C4-C5-C6-N3. The above
results illustrate that the results of the current study are very
reliable, and that 6-31+G(d) is the optimal choice of basis
set to model our system. Therefore, the remaining data
reported in this paper were obtained with the 6-31+G(d)
basis set.

The experimental data show that the cone conformation is
the most populated form when the calix[4]pyrroles form 1:1
complexes with small anions [17, 20, 26]. Upon inspecting
Figs. 2 and 3, it is clear that our calculations indicate that

small halide ions organize meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole
(OMCP) into the cone conformation, which in turn provides
an electron-rich cup that putatively binds the Cs+ ion.
Selected geometrical parameters of OMCP•X− and
Cs+•OMCP•X− (X=F−, Cl−, and Br−) obtained using the
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) method, as well as the corresponding
values from their X-ray crystal structures, are provided in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

As a first step towards understanding the ion-pair
binding properties of meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole
(OMCP), the complexes of OMCP with halide anions (F−,
Cl−, and Br−) were studied in detail. Inspecting Fig. 2 and
Table 2, it is clear that these halide anion complexes adopt
the cone conformation with the anion sitting above the
cone, and form four hydrogen bonds with the four pyrrole
N–Hs. Furthermore, it appears that the halide anion is
located at the center of the complex, as indicated by the
almost identical X−…H distances. The lengths of the
hydrogen bonds are different in different complexes; the
average values are 1.74, 2.32, and 2.46 Å for OMCP•F−,
OMCP•Cl−, and OMCP•Br−, respectively. The calculated
results indicate that the hydrogen-bond interactions in
OMCP•F− may be stronger than those in the other
complexes. Because of the NH…X− hydrogen bonds,
meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole (OMCP) is flattened to
different degrees in the complexes, as indicated by the
different typical dihedral angles (φ, χ, ψ, and ω). The
calculated average value for the nitrogen–chloride ion
distance is 3.338 Å, which is in remarkable agreement
with the experimental data (which indicate values in the
range of 3.264(7)–3.331(7)) [20]. The Cs+•OMCP•X− (X=
F−, Cl−, and Br−) complexes were then studied. In the
Cs+•OMCP•F− complex, the cation is symmetrically envel-
oped in the conelike cavity of the meso-octamethylcalix[4]
pyrrole unit (Fig. 3a); the observed distance between the
Cs+ ion and the centroid of each pyrrole rings is 3.56 Å (the

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of
the investigated OMCP: a the
sketch map (the atom numbering
was used for reference purposes
in structural analysis only; it is
not systematic); b the optimized
structure based on B3LYP/6-31
+G(d) (the atom numbering was
used for NBO analysis only; it is
not systematic)
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corresponding value from the X-ray structure is 3.39 Å
[26]). The F− ion is symmetrically bound to the four NH
groups of the meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole, and the N…
F− interaction occurs at a distance of 2.74 Å (this distance is
slightly shorter than that seen in the OMCP•F− complex, as

shown in Tables 2 and 3). The Cs+ ion is tightly bound by the
cone-shaped meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole, with observed
distances of 3.57 and 3.50 Å to the centroids of the pyrrole
rings for the Cs+•OMCP•Cl− (Fig. 3b) and Cs+•OMCP•Br−

(Fig. 3c) complexes, respectively. The Cl− and Br− ions are

Fig. 3 The optimized structures of the complexes calculated at the B3LYP/6–31+G(d) level: a Cs+•OMCP•F−, b Cs+•OMCP•Cl−, and c
Cs+•OMCP•Br−, respectively

Fig. 2 The optimized structures of the complexes calculated at the B3LYP/6–31+G(d) level: a OMCP•F−, b OMCP•Cl−, and c OMCP•Br−
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bound to the four NH groups of the meso-octamethylcalix[4]
pyrrole by hydrogen bonds; the corresponding distances are
3.30 and 3.46 Å for the N…Cl− and N…Br− interactions,
respectively. Obviously, the N…X− distances for the
Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes are all shorter than those for the
OMCP•X− complexes, and the typical dihedral angles (φ, χ,
ψ, and ω) are all enlarged to different degrees. These
characteristics may be attributed to the Cs+…X− interactions
and the Cs+–π (of the pyrrole rings) interaction. It should be
noted that the Cs+…X− distances in CsF, CsCl, and CsBr in
the solid state are 3.004, 4.118, and 4.287 Å, respectively
[43]. The corresponding distances in the Cs+•OMCP•X−

complexes are longer: 3.910, 4.782, and 5.035 Å for the F−,
Cl−, and Br− ions, respectively. These results indicate that the
Cs+…X− interactions in the Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes
are weaker than those in cesium halides, and meso-
octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole is a real ion-pair receptor. All of
the calculated results are in remarkable agreement with the
experimental data.

NBO analysis

In the NBO analysis, the delocalization of electron
density among occupied Lewis-type (bond or lone pair)
NBO orbitals and formally unoccupied non-Lewis-type
(antibond) NBO orbitals leads to stabilizing donor–
acceptor interactions, which are taken into account by
examining the possible interactions between filled
(donor) Lewis-type NBOs and empty (acceptor) non-
Lewis NBOs and then estimating their energies by
second-order perturbation theory. For each donor NBO
(i) and acceptor NBO (j), the stabilization energy (E2)

Table 1 Selected structure
parameters (distances in Å and
angles in degrees) and calculat-
ed energies for OMCP
optimized using the B3LYP
method with four different basis
sets [6-31G, 6-31+G, 6-31+G(d)
and 6-31+G(d,p)], as well as the
experimental values of the same
parameters obtained from the
X-ray crystal structure

6-31G 6-31+G 6-31+G(d) 6-31+G(d,p) X-ray

r(N1-C1) 1.391 1.392 1.381 1.381 1.375

r(C2-C3) 1.521 1.522 1.520 1.520 1.521

∠N1-C1-C2 121.0 121.1 121.0 121.0 121.0

∠C1-C2-C3 110.1 110.0 109.9 109.9 109.5

∠C3-N2-C4 110.7 110.8 111.0 111.0 110.7

∠N2-C4-C5 121.0 121.1 121.0 121.0 121.0

∠N1-C1-C2-C3 −51.2 −51.5 −52.7 −52.8 −50.3
∠C1-C2-C3-N2 −55.8 −56.0 −56.8 −56.7 −57.3
∠C2-C3-N2-C4 −178.2 −178.4 −178.9 −178.9 −178.6
∠C3-N2-C4-C5 177.3 177.4 177.9 177.9 176.8

∠N2-C4-C5-C6 51.2 51.5 52.7 52.8 48.3

∠C4-C5-C6-N3 55.8 56.0 56.8 56.7 59.2

energy (a.u.) −1307.33950 −1307.38071 −1307.70924 −1307.7684 –

Table 2 Selected intermolecular parameters (distances in Å and
angles in degrees) for the complexes OMCP•X− (F−, Cl−, and Br−),
optimized at the B3LYP/6–31+G(d) level

OMCP•F− OMCP•Cl− OMCP•Br−

r(X−–N1) 2.767 3.338 3.475

r(X−–N2) 2.765 3.339 3.476

r(X−–N3) 2.763 3.339 3.476

r(X−–N4) 2.765 3.339 3.476

φ(N1–C1–C2–C3) −70.2 −73.9 −74.5
χ(N2–C3–C2–C1) 70.4 73.9 74.5

ψ(N2–C4–C5–C6) −70.2 −73.9 −74.5
ω(N3–C6–C5–C4) 70.4 73.9 74.5

Table 3 Selected intermolecular parameters (distance in Å and angles
in degrees) for the complexes Cs+•OMCP•X− (F−, Cl−, and Br−),
optimized at the B3LYP/6–31+G(d) levela

Cs+•OMCP•F− Cs+•OMCP•Cl− Cs+•OMCP•Br−

r(X−–N1) 2.743 3.300 3.463

r(X−–N2) 2.748 3.300 3.463

r(X−–N3) 2.752 3.301 3.464

r(X−–N4) 2.748 3.302 3.464

φ(N1–C1–
C2–C3)

−75.3 −77.6 −77.3

χ(N2–C3–
C2–C1)

74.4 77.5 77.5

ψ(N2–C4–
C5–C6)

−74.4 −77.6 −77.5

ω(N3–C6–
C5–C4)

75.0 77.5 77.5

r(X−–Cs+) 3.910 (3.69) 4.782 (4.68) 5.035 (4.95)

a The experimentally determined distances r(X− –N) in the complexes
Cs+ •OMCP•F− , Cs+ •OMCP•Cl− , and Cs+ •OMCP•Br− complexes
were 2.79, 3.32–3.79, and 3.34–3.51 Å, respectively. The values given
in parentheses are the experimental data. All experimental data were
obtained from [19]
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associated with i→j delocalization can be explicitly
estimated using the following equation:

E2 ¼ ΔEij ¼ qi
F2ði; jÞ
"j � "i

; ð1Þ

where qi is the ith donor orbital occupancy, εi and εj are
diagonal elements (orbital energies), and F(i, j) are off-
diagonal elements associated with the NBO Fock matrix.

The hydrogen bond interaction energies are between 0.5
and 2.0 kcal mol−1, which are typical of weak hydrogen
bonds [44]. Due to the strong host–guest interactions in the
OMCP•X− (X=F−, Cl−, and Br−) complexes, only hydrogen
bond interaction energies of >2.0 kcal mol−1 were consid-
ered in the current study. The second-order perturbation
stabilization energies E2 obtained from NBO analysis of
both OMCP•X− and Cs+•OMCP•X− (X=F−, Cl−, and Br−)
are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. NBO analysis indicates
that the interaction energies E2 of the host–guest molecules
OMCP•X− are mainly caused by the lone pair electrons of
the halide anion and the σ* (two-center antibonding)
orbitals of the N–H bonds or C–H bonds in OMCP. In
addition, the LP* (one-center valence antibonding lone
pair) orbital of the cesium cation contributes to the E2 in
Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes.

Inspecting Table 4, it is clear that there are strong donor–
acceptor interactions between the lone pair electrons of the
anion F− and the σ* orbitals of N5–H35, N12–H38, N18–
H41, and N24–H44 in the OMCP•F− complex, and the
maximum E2 reaches 20.47 kcal mol−1. However, the
corresponding values of E2 are much lower in the

OMCP•X− (X=Cl− and Br−) complexes. It is well known
that the larger the stabilization interaction energy E2

between a donor bonding orbital and an acceptor antibond-
ing orbital, the stronger the interaction between the two
bonds. Thus, if we arrange the host–guest interactions for
the complexes OMCP•X− in descending order of interac-
tion strength, we get OMCP•F−>OMCP•Cl−>OMCP•Br−.
It should be noted that the values of E2 between the lone
pair electrons of the halide anion and the σ* orbitals of C–
H bonds exceed 2.0 kcal mol−1 in the OMCP•X− (X=Cl−

and Br−) complexes. Therefore, there are strong C–H…X−

hydrogen bonds in the OMCP•Cl− and OMCP•Br− com-
plexes. These may result from the larger ionic radius
(compared to F−), which shortens the distance between the
lone pair electrons of the halide anion and the adjacent σ*
orbitals of C–H bonds. Inspecting Table 5, it is clear that
the hydrogen bond interaction energies are little changed in
the Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes compared with the
OMCP•X− complexes (except for Cs+•OMCP•F−). In the
Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes, there are interactions between
the lone pair electrons of the halide anion and the LP* orbitals
of Cs+, as well as cation–π (of the pyrrole rings) interactions.
It is interesting that the E2 values of the cation–π interactions
are very similar across the Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes (about
0.64 kcal mol−1). In addition, the E2 value for the
interactions of the lone pair electrons of the halide anion
with the LP* orbitals of Cs+, which are 0.31–0.97 kcal mol−1

in the Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes, are much smaller than the
corresponding values for isolated cesium halides. These
results can be explained by the concurrent complexation of
both the cesium cation and the halide anion; i.e., meso-

Table 4 Selected stabilization interaction energies E2 (kcal mol−1) for OMCP•X− (F−, Cl−, and Br−) complexes

Complexes Donor NBO(i) → acceptor NBO(j) E2 Donor NBO(i) → acceptor NBO(j) E2 Donor NBO(i) → acceptor NBO(j) E2

OMCP•F− LP2 F → σ*N5–H35 8.44 LP2 F → σ*N12–H38 3.62 LP2 F → σ*N18–H41 9.42

LP2 F → σ*N24–H44 16.51 LP3 F → σ*N5–H35 10.21 LP2 F → σ*N18–H41 14.13

LP4 F → σ*N5–H35 5.31 LP4 F → σ*N12–H38 20.47

OMCP•Cl− LP2 Cl → σ*N5–H35 3.56 LP2 Cl → σ*N12–H38 2.77 LP2 Cl → σ*N18–H41 3.55

LP2 Cl → σ*N24–H44 2.77 LP2 Cl → σ*C26–H49 2.01 LP2 Cl → σ*C30–H62 2.02

LP3 Cl → σ*N5–H35 2.76 LP3 Cl → σ*N12–H38 3.56 LP3 Cl → σ*N18–H41 2.78

LP3 Cl → σ*N24–H44 3.55 LP3 Cl → σ*C27–H51 2.00 LP3 Cl → σ*C31–H63 2.01

LP4 Cl → σ*N5–H35 7.18 LP4 Cl → σ*N12–H38 7.20 LP4 Cl → σ*N18–H41 7.18

LP4 Cl → σ*N24–H44 7.16

OMCP•Br− LP2 Br → σ*N5–H35 2.82 LP2 Br → σ*N12–H38 2.78 LP2 Br → σ*N18–H41 2.81

LP2 Br → σ*N24–H44 2.78 LP2 Br → σ*C26–H49 2.74 LP2 Br → σ*C30–H62 2.75

LP3 Br → σ*N5–H35 2.78 LP3 Br → σ*N12–H38 2.82 LP3 Br → σ*N18–H41 2.79

LP3 Br → σ*N24–H44 2.82 LP3 Br → σ*C26–H49 2.74 LP3 Br → σ*C30–H62 2.74

LP4 Br → σ*N5–H35 7.21 LP4 Br → σ*N12–H38 7.23 LP4 Br → σ*N18–H41 7.21

LP4 Br → σ*N24–H44 7.19

LP one-center valence lone pair (LP1-sp0.05 is the lone pair NBO in the plane; LP2-sp35.01, LP3-sp99.99, and LP4-sp60.59 are the
corresponding NBOs perpendicular to the plane); σ* two-center antibonding
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octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole (OMCP) acting as a ion-pair
receptor.

Binding energies and stabilities

Further insight into the binding behavior of OMCP was
gained by conveniently analyzing the binding energies,
binding enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies of the
OMCP•X− and Cs+•OMCP•X− (X=F−, Cl−, and Br−)

complexes. The corresponding values were determined
using the following equations:

OMCPþ X� ! OMCP � X� ð2Þ

Csþ þ OMCPþ X� ! Csþ � OMCP � X�: ð3Þ
For this system, the binding energy ΔE can be expressed

as follows:

ΔE ¼ E OMCP � X�ð Þ � E OMCPð Þ � E X�ð Þ ð4Þ

ΔE ¼ E Csþ � OMCP � X�ð Þ � E X�ð Þ � E OMCPð Þ
� E Csþð Þ: ð5Þ

The thermodynamic data calculated using the above
equations at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level are reported in
Table 6.

In the OMCP•X− complexes, the calculated thermal
energy increases with the size of the halide anion (F−, Cl−,
and Br−), meaning that ΔE (OMCP•F−)<ΔE (OMCP•Cl−)
<ΔE (OMCP•Br−). This can be explained by the strong
host–guest interactions. It is well known that the higher the

Table 5 Selected stabilization interaction energies E2 (kcal mol−1) for Cs+•OMCP•X− (F−, Cl−, and Br−) complexes

Complexes Donor NBO(i) → acceptor NBO
(j)

E2 Donor NBO(i) → acceptor NBO
(j)

E2 Donor NBO(i) → acceptor NBO
(j)

E2

Cs+•OMCP•F− LP2 F → σ*N5–H35 8.74 LP2 F → σ*N12–H38 8.88 LP2 F → σ*N18–H41 8.86

LP2 F → σ*N24–H44 8.40 LP3 F → σ*N12–H38 12.38 LP2 F → σ*N24–H44 14.20

LP4 F → σ*N5–H35 13.52 LP4 F → σ*N12–H38 13.15 LP1 F → LP*Cs 0.31

LP2 F → LP*Cs 0.46 BD C1–C6 → LP*Cs 0.59 BD C4–C7 → LP*Cs 0.57

BD C6–C23 → LP*Cs 0.59 BD C7–C8 → LP*Cs 0.56 BD C11–C13 → LP*Cs 0.59

BD C13–C14 → LP*Cs 0.59 BD C17–C19 → LP*Cs 0.59 BD C19–C20 → LP*Cs 0.59

Cs+•OMCP•Cl− LP2 Cl → σ*N5–H35 3.56 LP2 Cl → σ*N12–H38 2.77 LP2 Cl → σ*N18–H41 3.55

LP2 Cl → σ*N24–H44 2.77 LP2 Cl → σ*C26–H49 2.01 LP2 Cl → σ*C30–H62 2.02

LP3 Cl → σ*N5–H35 2.76 LP3 Cl → σ*N12–H38 3.56 LP3 Cl → σ*N18–H41 2.78

LP3 Cl → σ*N24–H44 3.55 LP3 Cl → σ*C27–H51 2.00 LP3 Cl → σ*C31–H63 2.01

LP4 Cl → σ*N5–H35 7.18 LP4 Cl → σ*N12–H38 7.20 LP4 Cl → σ*N18–H41 7.18

LP4 Cl → σ*N24–H44 7.16 LP4 Cl → LP*Cs 0.75 LP1 Cl → LP*Cs 0.76

BD C6–C23 → LP*Cs 0.64 BD C7–C8 → LP*Cs 0.62 BD C11–C13 → LP*Cs 0.64

BD C13–C14 → LP*Cs 0.64 BD C17–C19 → LP*Cs 0.65 BD C19–C20 → LP*Cs 0.64

BD C4–C7 → LP*Cs 0.61 BD C1–C6 → LP*Cs 0.63

Cs+•OMCP•Br− LP2 Br → σ*N5–H35 3.63 LP2 Br → σ*N12–H38 2.76 LP2 Br → σ*N18–H41 3.68

LP2 Br → σ*N24–H44 2.72 LP2 Br → σ*C26–H49 2.52 LP2 Br → σ*C30–H62 2.51

LP3 Br → σ*N5–H35 2.67 LP3 Br → σ*N12–H38 3.57 LP3 Br → σ*N18–H41 2.80

LP3 Br → σ*N24–H44 3.74 LP3 Br → σ*C27–H51 2.52 LP3 Br → σ*C30–H63 2.55

LP4 Br → σ*N5–H35 6.99 LP4 Br → σ*N12–H38 6.95 LP4 Br → σ*N18–H41 6.77

LP4 Br → σ*N24–H44 6.82 LP1 Br → LP*Cs 0.97 LP4 Br → LP*Cs 0.67

BD C1–C6 → LP*Cs 0.64 BD C4–C7 → LP*Cs 0.62 BD C7–C8 → LP*Cs 0.62

BD C11–C13 → LP*Cs 0.64 BD C13–C14 → LP*Cs 0.64 BD C17–C19 → LP*Cs 0.64

Table 6 The binding energies ΔE (kcal mol−1), binding enthalpies
ΔH (kcal mol−1), and Gibbs free energies ΔG (kcal mol−1) in the gas
phase for the complexes at 298 Ka

OMCP•X− Cs+•OMCP•X−

F− Cl− Br− F− Cl− Br−

BSSE 2.54 0.68 16.20 3.69 1.75 4.77

–ΔEBSSE 62.73 39.15 15.32 145.15 108.64 77.90

–ΔE 65.27 39.83 31.52 148.84 110.39 82.67

–ΔH 66.05 40.42 32.11 149.67 111.58 83.86

–ΔG 55.17 29.69 21.69 130.27 92.49 70.23

a The binding energy icludes corrections for the ZPE and BSSE
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electronegativity and electron density, the stronger the
hydrogen-bonding interactions. Due to the different prop-
erties of the three halide anions, the formation of
intermolecular hydrogen bonds becomes more difficult as
we move from F– to Cl− to Br–. That is to say, it is much
easier to form an intermolecular hydrogen bond with an F–

ion than with Cl− or Br– under the same conditions. This is
also consistent with the structure analysis, which estab-
lished that the hydrogen-bond distances increase from F– to
Br– (shown in Table 2). The experimental data also
indicated that the sequence of stabilities was OMCP•F−>
OMCP•Cl−>OMCP•Br− [20].

The calculated thermal energies for the Cs+•OMCP•X−

complexes change monotonously with the size of the halide
anion (F−, Cl−, and Br−), meaning that ΔE (Cs+•OMCP•F−)
<ΔE (Cs+•OMCP•Cl−)<ΔE (Cs+•OMCP•Br−). However,
the experimental data indicated that the Cs+OMCP•Br−

complex is more stable than the Cs+OMCP•Cl− complex
(no experimental data were available for Cs+OMCP•F−)
[27]. It is clear that the order of the calculated binding
energies for the Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes is not consistent
with the experimental results. This difference between the
theoretical calculations and experimental data results from
the fact that our calculations were performed for isolated
molecules in the gas phase, but the experiments were
performed in solution. The solvent effect is known to
influence complexation and extraction selectivities [45, 46].
Selectivity is perceptibly the result of a delicate balance of
the forces that the ions experience as the OMCP and
solvent molecules compete for the ions in solution. In
solution, the anion’s binding affinity can be attenuated by
anion hydration, and the hydration numbers differ among
the halide anions (F−, Cl−, and Br−) [47]. Since this water of
hydration is presumably partially lost upon binding, the
energetic cost of this process is expected to vary with the
anion too. However, since Cs+ is only minimally hydrated
in water-saturated organic solvent [47], there is little or no
dehydration penalty to pay when it is bound within the
calix-like bowl. In addition, the solvent effect plays an
important role in the stabilization of a particular isomer.
Generally speaking, the most favorable isomer in the
vacuum may not be the most preferred isomer in the
solution. The vacuum and nonpolar solvents stabilize
structures of low polarity, but increasing the polarity of
the solution leads to the stabilization of polar structures.

Conclusions and perspectives

DFT calculations were performed using the B3LYP method
at the 6-31+G(d) level in order to determine the electronic
and geometrical structures of the ligand OMCP and the
OMCP•X− and Cs+•OMCP•X− (X=F−, Cl−, and Br−)

complexes. Interestingly, it was found that halide anions
organize OMCP into the cone conformation, which then in
turn provides an electron-rich cup that putatively binds the
Cs+ ion. These calculated results are in remarkable
agreement with the data obtained from the X-ray crystal
structures.

NBO analysis illustrated that the large stabilization
interaction energies E2 are caused by interactions of the lone
pair electrons of the halide anion with the σ* (two-center
antibonding) orbitals of the N–H bonds or C–H bonds in the
OMCP•X− complexes. In addition, there are interactions
between the lone pair electrons of the halide anion and the
LP* orbitals of Cs+, and cation–π (of the pyrrole rings)
interactions in the Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes. Thermal
energy analysis indicated that the very high stabilities of
the OMCP•X− and Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes reflect the
strong interactions between the host–guest molecules. Poor
agreement of the calculated thermal energies of the
Cs+•OMCP•X− complexes with the experimental results
mentioned earlier can be attributed to the solvent effect.

The present study has further demonstrated that the easy-
to-make meso-octamethylcalix[4]pyrrole host compound
functions not only as an anion receptor but also as an ion-
pair receptor. In particular, it may guide the design of more
sophisticated and elaborate ion-pair receptors, and inspire a
series of new applications for calix[4]pyrroles, such as
building blocks for crystal engineering, molecular mem-
branes, and anion–cation extractions. Studies of these and
other possibilities are currently underway in the scientific
community.
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